Q3 2022 Mills Wealth Update
“The key to making money in stocks is not to get scared out of them.”
-Peter Lynch
I hope the end of the 3rd quarter finds you and your family well. I don’t know if
it is my age or the heat radiating off my beautiful wife, but I thought this
summer was never going to end. I’m excited about the cooler temps that
October and November are sure to bring. Unfortunately, the markets are not
quite as hot as the Texas summer. They have been as cold as Wyoming ice
with stocks, bonds, and real estate all posting losses across the most widely
followed indexes. The only real bright spots have been commodities and being
short the market. Unfortunately, commodities are hard to own, because they tend to lose, lose, lose,
lose, win, lose, and I don’t have the guts to try and time shorting markets. Shorting stocks can be
effective in market declines, but it is just not a reliable enough strategy for something as important as
retiring and educating children, where you can’t afford to be wrong, and there are no second chances.
As I have told many of you, this has been the hardest year of my investment career, even among the
great recession and dot-com bubble. Our Investment Committee expected rates would eventually rise,
and we attempted to position the portfolio to be ready for what might lie ahead if markets eventually
cooled off, but this has been one of those corrections where very few assets survived unscathed. We
shortened our bond portfolio to the shortest it has ever been, and we added a few new alternative
assets to further increase diversification. In the end, the moves we made helped portfolios a little bit,
but we are still down, so it doesn’t feel like winning. Finding a reliable place to hide out in this broadbased sell-off has been very difficult indeed. Equally as difficult has been determining whether market
declines are close to over. I think the main message I would like for you to take away from this update,
is that, even though investments and investment tactics change, we have not deviated from the timetested core principles that make up MWA’s CORE+ investment method.
I love this analogy: investing is like playing with a yo-yo while riding an escalator. You can focus on the
yo-yo or the escalator, but like Peter Lynch points out above, jumping off is the only way to truly get
hurt when investing.
Finally, there is a lot of good information in the pictures below, but before you dive into this update, I
would like to highlight our Around the Office Section. I am very proud of our team and the
accomplishments of our advisors who are living our core value of “continuous growth”. Please take a
look at all that’s going on in the MWA office as we strive for better ways to serve you.
Section I: Around the MWA Office
Section II: 3rd Quarter Market Review Slide Deck
Section III: MWA Market Commentary & Recent Questions We Have Heard
Section IV: Pictures Worth Looking At
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Section I: Around the MWA Office
We hired TWO experienced CPAs to help continue to add depth to our financial advisor team and to
strengthen our tax expertise. Matt has officially become a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNING
PROFESSIONAL™ and Stephen was awarded the ACCREDITED INVESTMENT FIDUCIARY® designation.
In our July newsletter we introduced you to Chelsea Gonzales, CPA who joined us from Cain & Watters
and attended Texas A&M. Soon after we hired her, we realized that one of her former colleagues would
also be a great addition to the team, so we also brought on Emily Rickman, CPA. They are both working
towards their CFP® and will be Private Wealth Advisors at Mills Wealth. We are excited to showcase
their extensive tax knowledge and believe their tax background will help us deepen our collaboration
with your tax team. Minimizing taxes is a key component of our wealth-building strategy and we think
you will enjoy working with these two talented advisors.
Emily graduated from Texas A&M University in 2018, where she earned
both her Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting and her
Master of Financial Management. Emily is a Certified Public Accountant
with over four years of experience in the financial services industry,
including public accounting and financial planning. She has helped clients
of all ages and life stages, but her expertise is in business analysis, tax
planning, and exit planning strategies.
“Money and finances are one of the biggest stressors in everyday life for
most Americans. Helping clients mitigate this stress by building a sound
financial plan that can lead to financial freedom is beyond rewarding. Not
only am I dedicated to helping people achieve their financial goals, but more importantly, I am
passionate about building lifelong, meaningful relationships with my clients."
Outside of work, Emily loves spending time with family and friends (especially her 1-year-old niece),
traveling, cooking, and attending as many Texas A&M sporting events as she can. Whoop!
In August, Matt was awarded the CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNING
PROFESSIONAL™ (CFP®) designation. This was the culmination of a lot of hard
work and dedication to the financial planning profession. We are proud of his
commitment to earning this certification. We are proud to announce that we
now have three CFPs® and two CPAs both working on their CFP® certification.
The Final bit of news is that Stephen was awarded the ACCREDITED INVESTMENT
FIDUCIARY® (AIF®) designation. This was not an easy task, with a high workload
and four kiddos at home, but we are proud that Stephen added this specialized
designation. The AIF® is focused on fiduciary duty both at the advisor and the
firm level. This coursework will help Stephen further systematize our 401k business as he continues to
grow our retirement planning division. To learn more about this designation, please take a look at some
of our most recent articles, “5 Reasons You Should Hire An Advisor With Their Accredited Investment
Fiduciary® (AIF®) Designation.” Or “IN THE NEWS – STEPHEN NELSON AWARDED THE ACCREDITED
INVESTMENT FIDUCIARY® (AIF®).”
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Section II: 3rd Quarter Market Review Slide Deck
In MWA’s 3rd Quarter Market Review (link) slide deck: You’ll notice that ALL Equity, Real Estate Markets,
AND Bonds were down, again. This is the second quarter in a row that the Quarter, YTD, and 1-year returns
for ALL markets are negative. There has been no place to find safety.

Section III: MWA Market Commentary & Recent Questions
Going into 2022, our investment committee felt US interest rates would eventually rise, which would
typically lower the value of risk assets like stock, bonds, and real estate. We attempted to position
portfolios to be more defensive for what might lie ahead if equity markets eventually declined. Despite
being more “defensive”, this has been one of those corrections where very few assets survived
unscathed. Let me begin by answering a few questions we have received from clients.
“Are we at the bottom yet?” As I write this, markets have just retested the lows that were set in June.
The Nasdaq is down 33%, the S&P 500 is down nearly 25%, and intermediate bonds are off about 15%,
all with inflation close to 10%, making the effective declines negative 43%, 35%, and 25% to reflect
“real” inflation-adjusted returns. So far, this is not the -50% type of selloffs we have experienced in the
four most recent market collapses (73-74 Inflation, Tech Meltdown, the Financial Crisis, and COVID) but
it is a large retracement in prices relative to the financial health of the US consumer and the banking
system coming on the back of the recent stimulus.
When it comes to future prices, I don’t believe it is possible to know with certainty where prices will end
up in the short run, markets are just too complex. However, as you extend your time horizon longer into
the future, predicting prices in aggregate gets easier. Markets will eventually rise again. The more
markets fall today, the higher future returns will ultimately be, so if you can continue to save while
markets are down, you will be rewarded with higher interest, rents, and dividends than months ago,
plus the inevitable gains that will once again return to patient investors.
What has been missing from this selloff is a final wave of selling, scary to short-term market participants,
it feels like market participants are saying, “get me out of the market at any cost”. You know the kind of
selling I’m talking about. A correction so painful, many swear they will never invest again. Whenever
we have that kind of selling, it is easier to know that you must be a buyer at those times in history. But
with that missing, are we at the bottom? becomes much more difficult to answer and, at the end of the
day, I’m really not sure it is the best question.
The reason we keep both offense and defense in portfolios is so we can deploy defense when most
investors are giving up and market prices are close to being pessimistically priced. We think investing
this way makes staying invested over market cycles more endurable. If investors stick to their plan,
continuing to save if working, or deploying defense near market lows if retired, markets will recover, and
investors will be rewarded. A better question might be, Do I have enough reserves to wait for markets
to rise? If you are unsure of this answer or you would like to revisit your specific cash flow situation
resulting from recent changes, please let us know and our team can discuss this topic and illustrate your
projected cash flows from expected sources.
I have seen a few trades in my accounts, what is MWA doing to my portfolio? Since we have not had
the “capitulation” type selling described above, we are methodically rebalancing your portfolio’s
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positions a little at a time. Rebalancing is a strategy where you reduce winning positions and add to
losing positions to bring the portfolio back to its targeted weightings.
Tax Loss Selling One thing we can control in market declines is realizing tax losses (and rotating to an
equivalent position) so that tax losses can be “banked” for the future to offset tomorrow’s portfolio
gains. This proactive strategy helps lower your portfolio’s tax bill.
I am writing this update on the way back from a study group I am in with eight other investment firms
where discuss best practices. We had the head of Dimensional Funds bond strategy group present to
our group, and I feel that the worst of the bond declines are behind us. We are treating our bond
portfolio like a barbell (choosing town-owned short-term bonds which pay the most today and longerterm bonds which pay slightly less but will rise if rates fall in the future). We are beginning to add back
some longer-dated bonds to the portfolio when yields approach 4% or more.
It has been said that Inflation is a lot like toothpaste, once it is out of the bottle it is hard to put it back
in. The current FED policy of high short-term interest rates combined with reducing the size of the FED’s
balance sheet continues to invert the interest rate curve, making short-term borrowing much more
expensive than it has been in a long time. This cost will deter spending and eventually push the US (and
most of the international markets) into a recession. Should a recession occur, (and many think we may
already be in a recession) having longer-dated bonds should profit as interest rates eventually fall from
today’s prices. I know I probably sound like a broken record, because I have mentioned this in the past,
but markets are working well to price assets. Markets are always forward-looking and incorporate
everyone’s best guess of what the future price should be given today’s information. Today’s inverted
yield curve is telling us that the market thinks today’s policies of higher rates and a stronger dollar will
slow growth. I like to remind investors that while inflation is the topic of today, debt and technology
and population trends are all deflationary, so I would bet that at some point in the future this narrative
will resurface, and rates will stop rising.
Risk and return are still related. Higher perceived risk assets will need to pay investors more than safer
assets. I don’t know where the market is headed next week, but I do know where it is headed in 10-20
years. Money added after 20-30-40% corrections have historically produced attractive returns on
capital. Money added to undervalued areas of the market or more risky areas of the market should
continue to produce higher returns than less risky areas. We think high-profit companies will continue
to pay a premium relative to less profitable companies globally, so we will continue to give these areas
greater weight within your portfolio.
Finally, when emotional selloffs occur, we will continue to stick to the strategy of tax-efficient
rebalancing and tax-loss harvesting that we outlined in your financial plan. Buying low and selling high
works. We will continue to keep frictional portfolio costs low, so you keep more of the returns you
make. Our strategy may be boring, but it has been shown to work, so we will keep plugging away buying
unloved undervalued assets and utilizing the power of diversification. Luckily, yields have returned to
markets. One of our international funds is paying over 5.25% in dividend yield, so if you subscribe to our
5-year rule, this position will provide nearly 25% of protection to the portfolio over the next five years,
even if prices don’t rise at all. Those 4% bonds will provide nearly 20% of protection over the next five
years, so even though the short-term future may look a bit cloudy, now is not the time to sit in cash at
the bank earning low yields on money. Safe fixed income investments are now paying close to 5%
returns and our team can match highly rated fixed income to your cash flow needs and to your timeline
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to lock in yields that match your need for funds. If you are worried, please don’t hesitate to give us a
call that’s why we are here. Remember, protection comes from diversification, and you are diversified.
“I thought my Account was conservatively invested. Why are my bond funds down more than in past
market declines?”
The short answer is with rapidly rising interest rates, bond prices have fallen because new bonds can be
purchased with higher interest rates. This causes older bonds to fall in price to make their yield equal to
the market’s new higher yield. At the end of last year, Short-Term Fixed Income, shorter-dated
Intermediate Fixed Income, and Alternative Assets made up the bulk of the defensive side of our
portfolio. When interest rates rose, our bond prices fell, much like a seesaw. In most market declines,
assets flee risk assets, like stocks, and usually move to safer assets, like bonds and money markets,
which can make bond prices rise as stocks fall; thus, lessening the impact of market declines.
This is the fastest rate hiking cycle since the early 1980s.

Note: Lines represent the cumulative change in the Fed funds target rate from the start of each rate hike cycle shown. For the
current cycle, the Fed funds target rate has risen 3%, from a 0.25% to 3.25%.
Source: Bloomberg. Federal Funds Target Rate - Upper Bound (FDTR Index), using monthly data. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results.

At the end of last year, with interest rates hovering near all-time lows, we searched for defensive places
to hide. We made the length of our bonds very short and used a hedged fund that sold short expensive
stocks and owned less expensive stocks as another form of defense. While the length of our bonds was
short, it wasn’t in cash. In hindsight, that would have been a better hiding spot. We discussed this, but,
since bonds had higher yields than cash and with inflation hovering near 8%, we did not think cash was a
“safe” enough hiding spot, so we opted for diversification.
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As you may have seen on TV and social media, 2022 has been one of the worst years on record for a
60/40 portfolio, which is pretty close to our firm’s overall allocation. In the chart below, you can see
why a 60/40 portfolio is a popular allocation. It has long-term returns slightly below an all-equity
portfolio, but it has quite a bit less risk than all-equities. In rolling 1-year periods, it has produced
positive gains about 83% of the time, and when it does decline, the bonds have helped mitigate declines
losing on average -7.7%. The red dots show the intra-year worst top to bottom decline of a 60/40
portfolio.

Despite their recent short-term performance, bonds are still one of the best defensive tools in the
toolbox. Bonds will continue to provide a zig to the market’s zag (also called negative correlation) which
is very difficult to find in most assets. While we hate losing money, when we buy stocks, we have a 5year minimum time horizon. For intermediate-term bonds, we have a 3-year horizon. For uses less than
three years, we like ladders that match the time the money will be needed as this reduces the risk of
price fluctuations. With yields approaching 5% in many types of bonds, returns over the next three
years will regain much of what seemed to disappear and will likely result in positive rolling returns,
despite the pain of loss that occurs right when interest rates rise.
The rapid pace of tightening raises the risk of a more significant downturn in economic activity in the
future. Interest rates are a blunt instrument and do not work immediately. The effects of rising interest
rates can take time to trickle through the economy (often a year or so). As you can see from the picture
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titled Change in Fed Funds Rate (%) above, this has been one of the fastest increases in interest rates in
history. This hawkish stance by the Fed should take the wind out of the sails of stock, bond, and real
estate markets because borrowing cost has risen dramatically from where it was a year ago.
At its last meeting, the Fed disclosed it will continue to raise rates at its next meeting by another 75 bps.
It is important to remember that the market doesn’t wait for these rates to rise for them to take effect.
Market prices move instantaneously in anticipation of what the Fed Will do. Unless something changes
in the future that is different from what is currently expected, today’s market interest rates are already
priced into security prices, which is why you have seen stock and bond markets fall.
We have not placed portfolio-wide rebalancing trades yet, since we have not seen a noticeable wave of
fear-based selling described earlier. Without this type of selling, we will continue to systematically
rebalance portfolios, a little at a time, as opposed to doing it all at once. This will reduce the chance of
deploying all of your defensive ammunition at the wrong time. Ideally, we will deploy defensive assets
when fear peaks (we monitor this by client calls, what we see in the media, and in indexes like the VIX.)
I think it is worth remembering, to generate attractive returns on capital, investors do not need to time
the markets, much more return is earned by sticking to your investment plan allowing compounding to
work its magic. It has been said that market bottomers are when stocks are returned to their rightful
owners.
This is the first time since 1994 that both stocks and bonds are down at the same time. We think a 4%
yield on the 10-year Treasury is an attractive place to put some money to work in fixed income. Thank
you for allowing us to guide you through these volatile times. We continue to interview managers,
strategists, vendors, and review their best ideas to confirm we are taking advantage of the best methods
available to get you to your stated destination with the highest chance of success.
Thank you for placing your trust in our team, it is not something we take lightly.
--Mike
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Section IV: Pictures Worth Looking At
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